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Abstract
Optimizing the weights of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) is a great important of a complex task

in the research of machine learning due to dependence of its performance to the success of learning
process and the training method. This paper reviews the implementation of meta-heuristic algorithms in
ANNs’ weight optimization by studying their advantages and disadvantages giving consideration to some
meta-heuristic members such as Genetic algorithim, Particle Swarm Optimization and recently introduced
meta-heuristic algorithm called Harmony Search Algorithm (HSA). Also, the application of local search
based algorithms to optimize the ANNs weights and their benefits as well as their limitations are briefly
elaborated. Finally, a comparison between local search methods and global optimization methods is
carried out to speculate the trends in the progresses of ANNs’ weight optimization in the current resrearch.
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1. Introduction
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a computational model that imitates the human brain

system. The most recognised characteristic of ANN is the ability to learn from observing the
data sets and improves its performance through learning. ANN also capable to self-organize,
self adaptive and conducted real time learnig. These characteristic have been exploited for
many years  by the researchers to solve classification problems in pattern recognition and
attracted  the data mining research community [1-2], [6, 10]. Although ANN has been applied in
wide spectrum of problems, the researchers still seek for improvement since the performance of
ANN is largely attributed by selection of initial parameter values, hidden layer selection,
selection of learning patterns (dataset partition) and the convergence of the training algorithm.

For instance, the number of neurons of ANNs have a direct impact to the performance
of the ANNs. Too many neurons can cause overfitting problem while too few neurons can
contribute in poor approximation [1]. The vector of weight for network is also also crucial since it
is contributing to the better fitness function value. These two parameters are amongst the
optimization problem occurs in ANN. Meta-Heuristic algorithms have been given the attention in
order to optimize the design and ANNs parameters.

Meta-Heristic techniques are stochastic optimization algorithms that seek for a high
quality solutions for an optimization problem in a reasonable computational effort [2, 3]. Mostly,
local search methods are heuristic information based techniques since their parameter search is
focused on local differences and might be the optimal solution is outside this local area. Meta-
Heuristic techniques employ learning strategies in which combine variant intelligent concepts for
exploring the search space to arrange information [4]. Genetic algorithm (GA), particle swarm
optimization (PSO), simulated annealing (SE), tabu search (TS), ant colony optimization (ACO)
and harmony search algorithm (HSA) are examples of meta-heuristic techniques. Majority of
these algorithms except HSA are inspired from biological processes.  Whilst, HSA is from
musical inspiration process. These training algorithms have global searching ability to learn
approximate optimal solution lacking the gradient information of the error functions [1, 5].

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2, presents related work. Section 3,
provides Harmony Search Algorithm. Finally, Section 4 gives the conclusion.
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2. Related Work
The ANN training process involves with adjusting the weight of neuron iteratively  to

reduce the error due to the high dimensionality and multimodal of the exploration search space.
Hence,  the process of NN learning needs more powerful optimization techniques [6]. In
general, a set of dataset known as training set is presented to inputs to begin the network
training to determine the correct outputs. After fininshing this process, unseen data which is
known as testing set is presented to the network’s input to test the ability of the classifier to
generalize [7].

There are three major learning paradigms for ANN. These paradigms include
supervised, unsupervised and reinforced learning. The most common and widely used learning
algorithm  is Back-Propagation (BP), a supervised learning algorithm.  BP is a gradient descent
based algorithm. This algorithm calculates the output of the network and reduces the mean
square error (MSE) between the actual output and the desired output through adjusting weights
accordingly [6-10]. However, many reseachers have found that  that BP subjected to problem
associated with local minima in their learning instances. Furthermore, the performance of BP is
also attributed by the selection of appropriate learning parameters.

Reseachers have adopted several meta-heuristic global optimization algorithms to
overcome the local minima problem. Genetic Algorithms (GA), is used in ANN learning by [9],
[11-13]. GA is a guided global search algorithm influenced by the natural evolution process of
reproduction, mutation, crossover and selection. It behaves as an intelligent process of
stochastic searches within a specified search space to solve a problem [14]. GA has been used
to optimize ANNs’ weights and has resulted in a good performance in ANN training [8,28].
Unlike BP, GA generates a pool of initial solutions in which the selection of the near optimal
solution can be made for  a choice. However, GA suffers from mutation problem that needs
more time  to conduct a search process that leads a premature convergence. [14].

Particle Swarm Optimization(PSO) is another so called global search optimization
algorithm adopted by the researchers in ANN learning [12], [15-17]. PSO algorithm mimicked
from the social behavior of fish schooling or flying birds looking for food sources through
collaborative work of the population.   Therefore, in PSO algorithm, population and members,
known as particles are created, to initialize the search space and worked together to  search the
best solution through providing the particles random positions and velocities. The important
features of PSO such as memory and positive collaboration between its individuals gave it the
ability to prevent the mutation problem of GA. Zamani and Sadeghian claimed that PSO able to
find global search [17].

However, the exploration of the search space could be slow since PSO calls evaluation
function by the number of its population size in each iteration (Soltani et al., 2011). Furthermore,
PSO also has potential to be trapped in local optimum if  improper values are assigned to the
parameters [18, 19]. Apart from GA and PSO, Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [20, 21] and
recently introduced Harmony Search algorithm (HSA) [7, 10, 22] have been widely proposed to
seek for the optimal network weights.

Attempt to hybrid BP with metaheuristic algorithm in order to improve BP performance
is also made by researchers.  For instance, hybridization of  BP with PSO and GA [19], [23-27].
In these hybrid BP-GA and BP-PSO, the GA and PSO  are applied to initialize and adjust the
weights of BP network to escape from the local minima. Both works found the meta-heuristic
algorithm has more potential  than the local search algorithms for avoiding local minima since it
is capable to explore different area of search space simultenously.

3. Harmony Search Algorithm (HSA)
HSA is considered relatively new stochastic global optimization (SGO) algorithm in the

field of meta-heuristic algorithms. It has been derived from the process of musical
improvisations, where the solution vector is analogous to the harmony in music. HSA can be
easily used to solve the optimization problem as the global and local search schems are
analogous to the music requirements [28]. The concept of HSA is similar to other SGO methods
in combining the rules of randomness to simulate the musical process. In HSA, a musician
attempts to play and test a tone on his instrument to choose an excellence outcome in the
harmony with the rest of the band. To produce a new harmony, either a tone from harmony
memory (HM) is played with a rather modification or a current tone from the harmony is played
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or totally a new tone from a range of acceptable tones is played. Therefore, the best solutions in
the HM are selected and stored in the HM till better ones are obtained. Suppose the received
harmony is better than the one in the HM then the worest in the HM is swapped by the best
solution obtained [10, 22]

HS method is competitive substitute to other SGO techniques and can be used for
handling both continuous and descrete variables [7]. The method had shown a noticeable
improvement and increased its application in many aspects of IT related problems such as
classification problems, robotics and web clustering [10]. HSA has been successfully applied in
a variant of optimization problems and presented a number of benefits over other meta-heuristic
optimization techniques. The benefits include no extra computational effort required in finding a
solution. HSA employs stochastic searching startegies, therefore no derivative information
needed to assist the search space. Furthermore, it combines the current solution vector to make
a new solution. These characteristics of HSA has made it robust and successful method [29].

In addition, HSA has been implemented in the training process of ANNs particularly in a
weight optimization in which important for the success of the training process [30]. It has
capability of significantly converge to the optimal or near optimal solution [18]. Due to that, HSA
owe the fastest convergence rate  and the possibility of scapping local minima compared to BP,
GA and PSO [7, 10]. The variant of HSA versions such standard harmony search algorithm
(HSA) improved harmony search algorithm (IHS), modified improved harmony search algorithm
(MIHS), global-best harmony search algorithm (GHS) and self-adaptive global-best harmony
search algorithm (SGHS) has been developed to improve HSA. Most of these variants have
used for weight optimization for the supervised ANNs and they showed remarkable
improvements in the learning of feed forward ANNs. The technique increased the convergence
speed and reduced the convergence error rate. Since the research of metat-heuristic algorithms
especially the HSA variants are at their early stages thus there could be an interesting research
area to apply HSA for weight optimization or optimizing the hidden layer selection and their
respective neurons or investigate the possibility of HSA could be used for the optimal learning
rate.

3.1. Hybridization of BP with HSA

Figure 1. FFANN Sample for Weight Vector Representation
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Basically, the training process of ANNs involves with deciding the connection weights
between the neurons to minimize the error. In this work, we attempt to exploit the capability of
HSA in giving global optima value to improve BP algorithm performance. Although GA has
solved the problem of gradient descent methods like BP, it requires long time execution in
mutation and also possible to have premature convergence. Attempt to use PSO in ANN
learning able to reduce ANNs error function by providing near optimal weights to ANNs network
and minimizes the GA’s long execution in mutation. But, PSO is  also subjected to  local optimal
problem whenever the parameter values are assigned improperly [19]. PSO reduces the
convergence speed and increase the execution time compared to HSA since the algorithm calls
the fitness function in each iteration. [18]. Furthermore, the increasing number of hidden layers
and their respective neuron can add more dimensions to the particles. On the other hand,
making changes to the parameters can affect the performance of ANNs and vice versa though
training of ANNs with PSO is very competitive associated to other ANNs training algorithms [17].
Due to the above mentioned causes, researchers turned their attention to the newly introduced
in the field of meta-heuric algorithms known as harmony search algorithm (HSA). It has been
successfully applied in a variant of optimization problems and has presented a number of
benefits over other meta-heuristic optimization algorithms.

In applying the HSA for optimizing the weights of ANNs, HS generates a pool of solution
vector and keeps them in the HM to be taken as weights of ANNs since it produces a near
optimal weight value in which supports the success of the training process. the harmony
memory represents the weights and bias of input layer to hidden layer and from hidden layer to
output layer [12] as shown in Figure 1.

Vector based representation and adjacency matrix based representation are two
common strategies used for feed-forward artificial neural network weight representation. The
vector based representation is more appropriate for HS algorithm. However, the method must
be accepted the common ranges specified by vectors [X X ] as NN weights have common
value ranges and they are not discrete variables for optimization problems. In such case, the
HM representation can be regarded as being of different musicians that are exploiting similar
musical instrument. Doing so; means the musical instrument will indicate that they will have a
common pitch range. Hence each component value of [X X ] is identical to all decision
variables. Each harmony vector in HM is represented using a vector representation as shown in
Figure 1. The vector comprises a complete set of NN weights and biases. In this work, HSA is
only used for optimizing the weights of ANNs whenever BP’s error is unchanged. For example,
the error remain the same after six consecutive iterations. We suspect, BP has trapped into
local minimum or overfitting problems.  This condition is used as indicator of BP’s unsuccessful
learning process. Hence, HSA is employed to generate a fresh near optimal weights to continue
the training process.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, several methods in the field of meta-heuristic algorithms and gradient

information based algorithms have been reviewed and discussed in their application of ANNs
weight optimization. The research of hybridizing ANNs with meta-heuristic algorithms is its early
stage and therefore the need for solving different research aspects such as theories and
methods require to be enhanced and standardized. The meta-heuristic algorithms have
provided a solution to the problem of local search based techniques and some of them have
introduced some problems such as GA and PSO. However, HSA has shown a good promising
characteristic in which can support it to be a good candidate for training ANNs by providing a
near optimal weights.
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